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Particles: Dynamics vs. Utility
ERIC MCCREADY
Aoyama Gakuin University

1. Introduction
This paper is about sentence-final particles in Japanese.1 I will focus on the
particles yo and ne, as they are perhaps the best understood. Here is an exam-
ple of the phenomenon under consideration.

(1) ame-ga
rain-Nom

futteiru
falling

{yo/ne}
YO/NE

‘It’s raining, {man/as you know}.’

As the glosses above make clear, the particles have no truth-conditional
effects: adding a particle never changes the truth value of a sentence. De-
spite this lack of truth-conditional content, they are omnipresent in spoken
discourse. Nevertheless, they are difficult to paraphrase, and in fact rather un-
clear in meaning, despite a great deal of research on them (see e.g. Takubo
and Kinsui 1997; Noda 2002; Moriyama 2001, among many others).

The goal of the present paper is as follows. The vast majority of work
on the particles has been informal in nature. I want to consider two possible
formal accounts of their meaning. In many cases, it is hard to see how a given
author conceptualizes the particle meanings because of lack of formalization.
In the case of particles, the meanings in question are so subtle that it can be
difficult to follow explanations couched in ordinary language. I therefore hope

1Thanks to Nicholas Asher, Chris Davis, Stefan Kaufmann, Kazuo Nakazawa, Yukinori
Takubo, Shigeo Tonoike, Henk Zeevat, and the audience at J/K16 for helpful comments.
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2 / ERIC MCCREADY

that the present project can be of use to researchers in working on accounts of
these, and other, particles. The work is also, I think, intrinsically interesting
in that each of the approaches I will discuss embodies a particular intuition
about what the particles do. This point will become clearer as we consider the
formal accounts in question.

For reasons of space, I will not be able to consider the contribution of in-
tonational contours to the interpretation of the particles. As shown by e.g.
Moriyama (2001), yo and ne mean very different things when combined with
different kinds of intonation and lengthening. Neither of the accounts dis-
cussed in the present paper can therefore be considered to be a full account
of particle meanings. This disclaimer aside, I believe that one of the theories
I will provide is on the right track. We will see the two theories in section 3,
after considering some relevant data in section 2. Section 4 compares the two
theories and their predictions. Section 5 discusses why the differences that
were found between the theories exist, provides a synthesis of the two based
on the conclusions drawn, and indicates some directions for future work.

2. Data on the particles
The core observation to be accounted for, common to nearly all analyses in
the literature in one form or another, is that yo marks hearer-new informa-
tion (‘tellings’) and ne marks hearer-old information (‘confirmations’). I will
discuss the analysis of Takubo and Kinsui (1997), which does not make this
assumption, later in the paper.

It is often claimed in the literature that yo is used with sentences whose
propositional content is not already known to the hearer. The proposal that yo
marks new information accounts for the infelicity of using yo in (2) when the
sentence is a reminder.

(2) Kyoo
Today

no
GEN

miitingu
meeting

wa
TOP

sanji
3:00

kara
from

desu
COP

(# yo)
(YO)

‘Today’s meeting starts at 3:00.’ (Suzuki Kose, 1997)

Use of yo is possible, however, if the hearer seems to have forgotten the meet-
ing time. In the case of (2), for instance, if he doesn’t seem to be going any-
where even though it’s already 2:55.

Noda (2002) analyzes yo as having additional functions in addition to sim-
ply marking new information. For Noda, yo indicates that the speaker believes
that the hearer should recognize, and accept, the propositional content of the
sentence. Thus, the content marked by yo must not only be new to the hearer,
but also believed by the speaker to be of importance to the hearer.

One way to think about how this plays out is by considering (3). In this
example, adding yo seems to provides emphasis, or add a sense of urgency
to the utterance. We might think of this as relating directly to this sense of
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PARTICLES: DYNAMICS VS. UTILITY / 3

‘importance,’ or in other ways. Again, this will be reflected in the formal
analyses I will provide in the next section.

(3) Taroo-ga
Taro-NOM

kita
came

(yo)
(YO)

‘Taro came.’

Yo produces a sense of insistence in both declaratives and imperatives.
Let’s consider first an imperative case. Here, the yo-less version is simply a
request for the hearer to buy a new skirt. The version with yo, on the other
hand, indicates that the speaker is trying to convince the hearer that the buying
is something that should happen.

(4) atarasii
new

sukaato
skirt

kat-te
buy-IMP

(yo)
(YO)

‘(Come on,) Buy me a new skirt.’ (Kose 1997)

The same happens in declaratives. It’s easy to see this in dialogues where
dubiety about ϕ in yo’s scope has been expressed. It is rather more natural to
use yo than not in situations like these if the speaker is actually trying to con-
vince the hearer of the truth of ϕ. To see this, consider the following dialogue.
Here the use of yo is more natural than not in A’s second utterance, where A
is explicitly denying B’s denial of A’s first utterance. When the particle is not
used, there is a nuance that A does not care whether or not B accepts the
content; A is simply saying it again, not trying to convince B in any way.

(5) a. A: saki
just.now

Jon-ga
John-NOM

kaetta
went.home

‘John just went home.’
b. B: uso!

lie
‘No way!’

c. A: kaetta
went.home

#(yo)
(YO)

‘He DID go home!’

There are also situations where yo has a modal-like meaning (McCready,
2005, 2006); these will not be discussed here. They add another complication
to the analysis that—as far as I can see—neither theory I will discuss can
derive straightforwardly.

What about ne? The basic intuition is that ne marks confirmations: sen-
tences the speaker takes to contain non-hearer-new information. Often these
are paraphrased in the literature as tag questions:

(6) Ame-ga
rain-Nom

futteiru
falling

ne
NE
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4 / ERIC MCCREADY

’It’s raining, isn’t it?’

Again I ignore the contribution of intonation, which complicates the picture
considerably.

3. Two Formal Accounts
How to think about these facts? At least two options immediately suggest
themselves, which turn out to correspond to two different formal accounts.

1. Particles are instructions
⇒ Dynamic semantic account

2. Particles are markers of information content
⇒ Utility/relevance-theoretic account

This section is devoted to these two accounts. I will show how each accounts
for the facts about yo and ne discussed in the previous section, or, at least,
seems to account for them.

3.1. The Dynamic Account
This account assumes dynamic semantics (see Groenendijk and Stokhof 1991
for the seminal paper). Let me briefly introduce this framework before we get
into the meat of the analysis. The basic idea of dynamic semantics is that
meanings (particularly sentence meanings) can be identified with the changes
they make in the information state of the individual who processes and ac-
cepts them, rather than with their truth conditions. Formally, this means that
sentence meanings are not propositions, but rather relations between sets of
world-assignment pairs; sentence meanings in general serve to filter out pairs
that do not verify the sentence content. Some sentences can actually change
the context rather than just test it, for instance sentences containing indefi-
nites. Here, the semantics modifies the input set of world-assignment pairs
so that it includes at least one pair that verifies the new content. This move
allows, for example, binding of variables outside the scope of existentials on
standard, static semantic theories: ∃x[Px ∧ Qx] ∧ S(x). For our purposes,
though, the interest of this theory is that it enables a direct connection be-
tween processing and information content.

How can dynamic semantics capture the picture outlined above? Here is
one way for yo (McCready 2005, 2006, somewhat simplified). We will need
one basic concept, what I will call ‘strong assertion, ’ which I now define.

(7) σ‖sassertϕ‖σ′ =
σ‖ϕ‖σ′ if σ‖ϕ‖ 6= ∅
σ‖ ↓ ¬ϕ;ϕ‖σ′ else.

That is, update with ϕ if such an update is admissible (does not result in
an empty—crashed—information state)–and, if not, first downdate with the
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negation of ϕ and then re-update with ϕ. Downdate is an operation that re-
moves content from an information state rather than adding it; downdating an
information state I with ϕ (equivalently: updating I with ↓ ϕ) yields I − ϕ.
Sometimes this operation will require a more complex revision of the infor-
mation state (belief set), for example when ϕ is a crucial premise in certain
inferences; more details can be found in Gardenfors (1988).

Armed with this definition, we can proceed to giving a semantics for yo, as
follows. Here mustd should be read as a deontic necessity modal like should.

(8) [[yo(ϕ)]] =
a. Presupposition: BS¬BHϕ;BSmustdBHϕ (i.e. speaker believes

hearer doesn’t believe ϕ and speaker believes hearer should come
to believe ϕ)

b. Semantics: σ||sassert(ϕ)||σ′ (ie. ‘strong-assert’ ϕ)

In words, yo states that the proposition in its scope is something the hearer
should accept even if doing so requires a revision of her belief-set (Gardenfors
1988); it also presupposes that the content be both hearer-new and something
the hearer should believe. There may be some redundancy here; it could be
argued that the second presupposition (that the hearer should believe ϕ) sim-
ply follows from the use of sassert by Gricean reasoning. If the speaker feels
strongly enough about the hearer’s coming to accept ϕ that she is willing to
force revision, then it follows that ϕ is something the hearer should believe.
Nonetheless, I will keep this explicit here for the present.

This account works very straightforwardly. The presupposition forces
hearer-newness, the modal statement accounts for ‘relevance’, and sassert
causes the forceful impression. This seems basically right.

Extending this sort of account, ne can be taken to mark information the
speaker thinks is hearer-old, as in (9)

(9) [[ne(ϕ)]] =
a. Presupposition: BSBHϕ (i.e. speaker believes it should be the

case that the hearer already believes ϕ)
b. Semantics: σ||ϕ||σ′

In the above formula, ne(ϕ) is also taken to assert ϕ (in order to account
for examples like (10)).

(10) a. A: Asita
tomorrow

Taro
Taro

kuru
come

no?
Q

‘Is Taro coming tomorrow?’
b. B: Kuru

Come
ne
NE

‘Yeah, he is.’
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This might be a problematic feature. It seems to me though that the
question-like aspects of ne-sentences actually come from intonation. For
the purposes of comparing the two analyses, at least, this point will not cause
trouble, so I will maintain this analysis.

3.2. The Relevance Account
The second option involves relevance, as formulated in terms of utility theory.

As Van Rooij (2003a, 2003b, i.a.) shows, one way to define the relevance
of a sentence is to understand it with respect to the degree to which it clari-
fies the answer to the question under discussion (QUD; Roberts 1996). This
notion of informativity can then be identified with relevance; it indicates the
usefulness of a statement to providing an answer to the question at issue in
the discourse, and hence of its relevance in that discourse.

Formalizing this conception of relevance involves making use of ideas
from utility theory. The necessary concepts for defining relevance are pro-
vided in (11). Here P is a probability function.

(11) a. Absolute informativity. inf(a) = −log2P (a).
b. Entropy. E(Q) =

∑
q∈Q P (q)× inf(q).

c. Informativity value. IV (Q, a) = E(Q)− Ea(Q).

(11a) gives the the ‘real’ information value of a. This is just the nega-
tive log 2 of the probability of a.2 This means that as the probability of a
proposition rises, its absolute informativity decreases. This conception of in-
formativity is standard in utility theory.

To get the definition of informativity we are after, one where informativity
is defined with respect to a question under discussion, we need the auxil-
iary notion in (11b), defined in terms of absolute informativity. This is the
entropy of a question, the degree to which its answer is unclear; the closer
to equal probability all answers to the question have, the less that’s known
about the true answer, and the higher the entropy. We can use this in turn to
define the informativity value of a proposition (as answer to a quesion), as
in (11c): according to this formula, the informativity value of an answer a
is just the difference of the original entropy of Q and the entropy of Q after
conditionalizing on a; this is the information added by the answer.

These concepts are applied to yo and ne in (12). This formulation also
makes use of techniques from the semantics of gradable adjectives: context
sets a degree above which the proposition can be said to be ‘relevant’ (cf.
Kennedy 1999, 2005, though my formulation is somewhat different). This is
the degree ds in the formulas below. Here I assume that this is simply a point
on a real-valued scale (a dense, total linear order), which is also what our

2Recall that the logarithmic value of a number n for a base is the number that, when applied
as an exponent to that base, yields n. For instance, log2

1
2

is −1.
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formulation of informativity values yields.

(12) Where ds is a contextually specified relevance threshold:
a. [[yo]]= λϕ.[IV (Q, ϕ) > ds]
b. [[ne]]= λϕ.[IV (Q,ϕ) < ds]

Thus yo just says that a proposition is relevant in the information-theoretic
sense, while ne says it isn’t, for in the one case the informativity value of ϕ is
above ds, and in the other, it is not. We will take these informativity values to
be those of the interpreter, the individual to whom the utterance is addressed.
This means that we are taking the hearer’s knowledge into account when as-
sessing probabilities and assigning informativity values, not the speaker’s. We
will play with this assumption a bit later in the paper.

How does this idea account for the facts? Here the computation is prag-
matic, rather than semantic, as in the dynamic account: the high relevance
of yo-marked sentences indicates their hearer-newness and the usefulness of
accepting them (to resolve the QUD). Notice that if the hearer already knew
the content of the yo-marked sentence, it would have a low relevance, for it
would not help to resolve the entropy of the question. Ne is just the reverse;
since the relevance of the content in its scope is low (below ds), it fails to
help resolve the question, and hence must be old information (or else just
something irrelevant. I assume this case to be out for Gricean reasons).

4. Comparison
Which way should we go? Which account gives the better predictions? The
answer to this question also speaks to the issue of how particle meanings
should be conceptualized. Recall that, in a sense, the dynamic account corre-
sponds to a notion of particle meaning on which particles ‘issue’ instructions
on how to process the content in their scope; the relevance account, on the
other hand, corresponds to a picture on which particles indicate something
about the content in their scope, i.e. that it is relevant, or not. Thus, to the
extent that the analyses I have provided are good formalizations of these two
intuitions, it becomes possible to compare the two rather directly. This is what
we will now do.

Three considerations immediately come to mind when trying to compare
the two approaches:

1. Questions and imperatives

2. ‘Strength’ of utterance

3. Combinations of particles: ϕ yo ne

We will see that the last two are fairly decisive. The first proves to be a bit of
a red herring in this context, though it raises interesting and complex issues.
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Let’s begin with it. What is the issue with questions and imperatives? Just
this: ne can appear in questions and yo in imperatives, but not vice versa. Or
so the story usually goes. We will have reason to question the second part of
it in a moment.

Can we distinguish the two analyses based on these facts? As it turns out,
not really. Both require certain assumptions to be made, but even with them
the analyses are not able to fully adequately handle the effects of the particles
on sentences that do not make assertions.

Why don’t the basic facts differentiate the analyses? Consider first the rel-
evance account. Here yo marks highly relevant information, and ne marks
information that is not highly relevant. Since only the latter can appear in
questions, we must assume that questions do not contain much information;
since only the former can appear in imperatives, we must assume that imper-
atives are (potentially) highly informative. This actually accords quite well
with intuitions about these clause types.

Now for the dynamic account. Here it is obvious why we cannot use yo
with questions; questions cannot be asserted and so are not compatible with
the sassert operator. Imperatives can be analyzed as statements that issue
commands, which can then be the object of update (Asher and Lascarides,
2004). This makes some sense until we consider the case of ne; here we would
expect that we couldn’t use it in questions either, given that it also involves
an update.3 This points to an issue in the semantics I have given: it can only
handle assertions naturally.

The problem is that we have not considered what imperatives and ques-
tions do. Imperatives ask the hearer to do something; questions ask the hearer
to provide some information. Neither of these things involve simple update.
They are completely different kinds of speech acts than assertions (cf. Van-
derveken 1990). The analysis must be extended to cover them. To see what
must be done, consider imperatives with yo like those in the last section. In
such examples, yo strengthens the request to the hearer. The same is true in
questions, if one accepts that yo can in fact appear in such examples. It seems
that it in fact can, as shown by examples like (13), pointed out to me by Shi-
geo Tonoike and Kazuo Nakazawa.

(13) doko-ni
where-Dat

iku
go

no
Q

yo
YO

‘Where are you going!?’ (emphatic)

Here yo makes the request to the hearer for an answer to the question em-
phatic. What all this indicates is that we need to have a way to make the

3Note that this problem would not arise if ne was given a different semantics, e.g. that of a
polar question. Doing so would further highlight the problem discussed immediately below in
the main text.
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notion of strength explicit for other speech acts than assertion. I won’t try to
do this here for reasons of space, as it is a complicated project. Instead, let us
now turn to the analysis of utterance strength as the next way to compare the
analyses. It will turn out that this is the crucial case.

Recall the intuition that utterances with yo are stronger than the corre-
sponding utterance without the particle (e.g. Noda 2002). The notion of rel-
evance does not capture this, for more relevant doesn’t mean stronger. while
the dynamic account does. We built strength directly into the semantics by us-
ing a downdate operation in our definition of sassert. The dynamic account
seems to have an advantage here.

Of course this follows from the notion of ‘strong assertion,’ which isn’t
used in the relevance account. Some might say that I am not being fair to
the relevance story. Let’s therefore see what we can do to introduce this no-
tion into a relevance-based account. We might assume a principle along these
lines:

(14) Strength for relevance: given a high enough relevance level for ϕ, ac-
cept it at all costs when it’s asserted.

This at first glance looks like a good fix, but it is not. The problem is that
now yo isn’t doing anything; a sentence will be relevant with or without mark-
ing by a particle. The presence of yo is entirely superfluous to the application
of this principle. This does not look like the right patch, but there might be
one elsewhere.

For instance, we might try this.

(15) Strength with particles: if a speaker marks ϕ as relevant (using yo),
accept it at all costs when it’s asserted.

We have improved the situation: now yo is playing a role. But the principle
still seems wrong intuitively, because this principle puts the onus on the hearer
to accept the content of yo-marked sentences. The problem is that, actually,
the hearer has no pragmatic obligation to accept such sentences. Rather, use of
yo just signals emphasis by the speaker, and thereby that the speaker wants the
hearer to accept the relevant content. Actually accepting it is not the hearer’s
responsibility, as the above principle would make it out to be.

We can conclude that this argument favors the dynamic account. This con-
clusion is strengthened when one takes imperatives and questions into ac-
count; if relevance has no way to account for strength in assertions, it certainly
won’t have any way to do so in questions or imperatives either.

Now we turn to the final point of comparison. Consider cases where yo
and ne both mark utterances as in (16).

(16) Taro-ga
Taro-NOM

kuru
come

yo
YO

ne
NE
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‘Taro’s coming, right?’

If we analyze (16) compositionally as (17), a natural assumption made by
many but not all authors, a clear difference emerges.

(17) ne(yo(come(t)))

On the dynamic analysis, (16) indicates that the strong assertion made
by yo(ϕ) is something the speaker thinks the hearer should already have ac-
cepted. This seems right. The relevance analysis, on the other hand, states that
the relevance of ϕ’s having high relevance is low, which is in no way the right
reading. This actually points up a problem in the way we have formulated the
relevance account. On the dynamic analysis, yo and ne introduced presuppo-
sitions about new vs. old information. The relevance account as stated makes
the analogous relevance-theoretic statements into the main predication of the
particle. This all suggests that the statements about relevance should be pre-
suppositional. Making this change will bring the two into alignment, but the
relevance account will still fail to account for strength. I will therefore focus
on the dynamic account in the following discussion. We will bring relevance
back into the picture in the final section.

Now a problem arises. The problem is that the presuppositions of yo and
ne are incompatible: one states that ϕ is new information, and the other that
it is not. There are two possibilities for a remedy. The first is that one of the
presuppositions is removed or cancelled (cf. Gazdar 1979; Beaver 1997). The
story would be that, since the speaker chooses to use both particles together
knowing that they are inconsistent, he must have intended that one presuppo-
sition disappear. Presuppositions can be cancelled by assertions, as in (18),
but I don’t know of other cases where they are cancelled by other presuppo-
sitions. But that doesn’t mean such cases could not exist.

(18) The king of France isn’t bald—-there is no king of France, after all!!

The other possibility is that the presuppositions of ne are satisfied after
composition with yo (this idea was suggested to me by Chung-Min Lee).
Since before update ϕ is new information, but after update with yo(ϕ) it is
old information, further update with ne(ϕ) will be possible, since the presup-
positions of ne are satisfied. Of course, such update will be somewhat irrele-
vant, since ϕ is already accepted at this point. But this situation is possible. It
further explains why we find the particle sequence yone but not the sequence
neyo: the presuppositions of the latter are unsatisfiable.4 This is extremely
desirable and intuitive.5

4Maintaining the assumption that ne is assertive, of course; if it is a question, this explanation
is lost.

5Interestingly, it partly corresponds to the analysis of Takubo and Kinsui (1997); for these
authors, yo and ne are operators that manipulate information by moving it between two separate
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For this analysis to work, we must ensure that presuppositions are pro-
cessed before the next presupposition comes in. There seem to be two ways
to do this. The first is to simply resolve the presuppositions at the point at
which they enter the composition.6 With this, the presupposition of yo is sat-
isfied when it is computed, and similarly for that of ne. This is rather intuitive
and I do not see immediate formal difficulties with it.

The second option would involve interpreting the two clauses separately,
which in turn requires duplicating ϕ. In fact, there is a proposal in the litera-
ture that lets us do just this. This is the analysis of conventional implicatures
of Potts (2005). However, this analysis needs a bit of further specification for
it to do the job we want it to.

Potts provides a logic for conventionally implicated content that puts it
into a separate dimension of meaning. This is done in the logical syntax by
separating content into conventionally implicated and at-issue content in the
type theory: the first is given types with superscript c and the second types
with superscript a. Schematically, when we combine an expression of at-issue
type x with a functor y taking at-issue content to conventionally implicated
content, we get the pair 〈x, y(x)〉. The first element of this pair is available
for further composition. Effectively we have duplicated the content of x.

This logic will give the desired results, on the assumption that the con-
ventionally implicated content is interpreted before the at-issue content (for
otherwise the presupposition of yo will be undefined). Further, we must en-
sure that yo(ϕ) is interpreted before ne(ϕ), for otherwise the presuppositions
of ne and yo will not be satisfied.7 This might be reasonable; Wang et al.
(to appear) show that we need to allow various orders of interpretation for
at-issue and conventionally implicated content anyway.

Of course, all this depends on whether (17) is the right analysis. If it’s
not—if yone is really grammaticalized as a single particle, as some authors
claim—then this argument doesn’t let us make any distinctions. But I think
the arguments from strength and yone together make a good case for pursuing
the dynamic path.

The question of interest now is just why the dynamic analysis fares better.
What characteristics of this approach allow it to analyze the particles in a way
that gives the (apparently) good results it does? There seem to be two parts to
this answer, based on the two considerations we saw just above which favored

informational domains. The way the analysis derives the infelicity of neyo is very much like
the one proposed here (as pointed out to me by Yukinori Takubo), although the model is quite
different.

6Modulo requirements on variable binding and the like; space precludes showing exactly how
this could be spelled out. In any case this problem won’t be relevant here, since we are dealing
only with presuppositions at the level of propositions.

7In Potts’s formulation, conventionally implicated conditions are introduced into an un-
ordered set.
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the dynamic account.
The first is the notion of strength. On the dynamic analysis we can easily

specify things about the action of the particles, where on the relevance anal-
ysis this is quite difficult—which is just to say that the notion of relevance
by itself doesn’t have anything to say about strength. It seems to me that the
main advantage of the dynamic analysis is that it allows us to say things di-
rectly about how a particular piece of information—such as that in the scope
of a particle—is to be handled. The result is that we can easily give a seman-
tics for the particles that is in a sense ‘metasemantic:’ without introducing
real content of its own, the particle can instead be analyzed as just telling the
interpreter what to do with the information in its scope. This in turn speaks
for the idea of treating the particles as instructions, in the sense that they
tell the hearer what to do with information, rather than carrying information
themselves.8

The second consideration comes from the case of yone, where the parti-
cles appear together. Here two factors may come into play. The first involves
the question of whose information is being manipulated or checked. With the
dynamic account, I introduced the B belief predicate, which was defined for
both speaker (BS) and hearer (BH ). This allowed us to talk about speaker be-
liefs about hearer beliefs simultaneously. In particular, the dynamic analysis
I presented was stated in terms of speaker beliefs about hearer beliefs. With
the relevance account, we did not have this ability. Perhaps this caused some
of the problems.9

This discussion suggestst that complicating the utility-theoretic model
would perhaps solve the problem presented by yone. Let us try to solve this
now. Here is a new definition. IVH(Q,ϕ) indicates the informativity value of
ϕ with respect to question Q.

(19) Where ds is a contextually specified relevance threshold:
a. [[yo]]= λϕ.[BSIVH(Q,ϕ) > ds]
b. [[ne]]= λϕ.[BSIVH(Q,ϕ) < ds]

On the new definition, yoneϕ means: the speaker believes that the proposi-
tion that the speaker believes the relevance of ϕ for the hearer to be high is of
low relevance. Or, if we assume that the content of particles is conventionally
implicated in Potts’s sense, it means that the speaker believes that the infor-
mativity value of ϕ with respect to Q for the hearer is both greater than and
less than the relevance threshold, which again is inconsistent. Conventional
implicature again fails to help. But the first interpretation, while still clearly
not the right one, is at least consistent. This avenue does not seem to have

8Use of the particles does, of course, convey pragmatic information, such as how important
the speaker takes the content they modify to be. But this is indirect.

9This criticism is due to Stefan Kaufmann.
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been very helpful. Let us turn to the second factor.
What actually seems to have made the difference is the dynamics. Note

that if we assume a dynamic semantics, the contradictory interpretation we
got from the relevance approach will disappear in just the same way as the
problem with presuppositions in the dynamic approach, as discussed above.
Again, when yo(ϕ) is processed, the information will be new and thus highly
relevant;10 then update with ne(ϕ), which states that the information is not
relevant, will be fine, since the information has now been processed and con-
sequently no longer provides any new content. The options for interpretation
are the same as before: assume presupposition resolution occurs at any stage
of combinatorics, or assume that particle content is conventionally implicated.
Either seems to work fine. What distinguishes between them is that the lat-
ter approach forces a number of useless updates (one per particle), which one
would expect to be pragmatically marked. Since use of particles is not marked
in any way, the first approach should probably be preferred.

5. Conclusion
The dynamic analysis seems preferable to the relevance one, as these analyses
were stated here. We proved to need dynamics to make the relevance story
turn out consistent, when more than one particle modified a sentence. Still,
there seems to be something right about the relevance story as well.

The discussion at the end of the previous section suggests a unification
of the two approaches. We can simply omit the presuppositions involving
old and new information from the dynamic approach and replace them with
the statements about speaker beliefs about hearer informativity values that
we used in our second formulation of the relevance account. It may be clear
that the function of these statements was essentially to ensure hearer-newness
(for yo) and hearer-oldness (for ne), which, of course, was the reason that
adding dynamics enabled us to eliminate the problems with inconsistency
that resulted from assuming a static semantics.

Substituting the statements about informativity values for the presupposi-
tions about beliefs results in the following lexical entries for yo and ne.

(20) [[yo(ϕ)]] =
a. Presupposition: BSIVH(Q,ϕ) > ds

b. Semantics: σ||sassert(ϕ)||σ′

(21) [[ne(ϕ)]] =
a. Presupposition: BSIVH(Q,ϕ) < ds

b. Semantics: σ||ϕ||σ′

The effect is the same as before. However, there are several nice features of

10Assuming, of course, that the information was new and relevant in the first place.
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this unified analysis. First, we are able to get rid of the awkward modal state-
ment in the original dynamic analysis of yo (adopted from McCready 2005,
2006). Recall that we had a presupposition stating that the speaker believes
that the hearer should accept the content in the scope of yo. Now we can take
this to follow directly from the semantics of the relevance statement: given
the speaker’s belief that something is relevant (for you) in resolving some
question under discussion, it would behoove you to come to believe it. This
point becomes even more cogent if we assume other definitions of relevance
in the literature, on which relevance is defined with respect to changes in per-
ceived expected utilities of actions. If something can be expected to change
your knowledge about whether it would be worth performing some action,
you certainly ought to give it a fair hearing.

Notice that one might argue that sassert has a similar effect, in that it
emphasizes the speaker’s wish for the hearer to accept the content it modifies.
But there is a difference. In the case of sassert, the speaker’s desires might
be entirely selfish. But in the case of relevance, the proposition in question is
believed to be relevant (and thus useful) for the hearer. For this reason, even
a hearer who might be disinclined to accept something strong-asserted from a
given speaker would likely be willing to accept, or at least carefully consider,
content that the speaker took to be relevant for her.

This analysis looks quite satisfactory for the assertive case of yo (and ne).
It does not, however, account for situations in which the particles modify
questions or imperatives. This extension is probably the most immediate pri-
ority in the research project described here. Generally speaking, it is pretty
clear what is needed: a semantics that indicates a breakdown of hearer resis-
tance to doing whatever the speech act requests her to do. I cannot develop
such a theory here, as I mentioned above, mostly for reasons of space; but
the project seems feasible, and the tools developed in this paper seem to be a
good starting point.

A second direction for research is the analysis of other particles in Japanese,
and of particles in other languages. I have argued elsewhere that sentence-
final particles in English such as man and dude have many semantic sim-
ilarities to Japanese yo (see e.g. McCready 2005, 2006), but it is not clear
how far such similarities extend across other languages. The other particles
in Japanese also present many challenges. For example, sentence-final wa in
standard Japanese contains an emotional component that is not expressed at
all in the present semantics, but may admit treatment in terms of expressive
content (Potts, 2006). Other uses of wa in dialects such as that of the Kansai
region have a different nature that comes with its own set of problems, as do
other dialect particles. All of these issues must be explored if we are to have
a real understanding of what particles do and mean in the world’s languages.
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